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Fears are mounting about automation’s impact on work and jobs. But
AVs could be an essential catalyst for urban economic growth and
innovation.
– The Bloomberg Aspen Initiative on Cities and Autonomous Vehicles
Along with utopian forecasts of far fewer traffic accidents, cleaner air
and cheaper transportation, there’s another sobering prediction: Selfdriving vehicles could cost millions of people their jobs. Autonomous
autos will also create new jobs, but those most likely to lose their
livelihoods, including many truck drivers, may not easily find new
occupations.
–The San Francisco Chronicle
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Localities across North America have begun to grapple with the
economic development implications of autonomous vehicles.
Focus Areas Include:
Toronto
AV Research
⚫ Workforce Implications
⚫

San Jose
Michigan

Testing Passenger AVs
⚫ AV Development
⚫

AV Manufacturing
⚫ Testing Passenger AVs
⚫

Arizona
Testing AV Fleets and
Freight Vehicles
⚫ AV R&D

Pittsburgh

⚫

Testing AV Fleets
⚫ AV Software
⚫

Outstanding Question: Will future autonomous vehicle economic development
efforts resemble early efforts and pilots?
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Cities are grappling with AV-related economic development questions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What economic development tools will be most effective at fostering growth in
AV-related businesses and jobs? What will provide the best ROI?
How will AVs affect other industries? How can we prepare?
How can we direct AV investments toward achieving our city’s goals?
Is our existing workforce ready for AV-related jobs? If not, how can we prepare
them?
What roles will the private and public sectors play? What collaboration is
needed to increase opportunities for all, including underserved populations?

Outstanding Question: What questions are we failing to ask that we should be?
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But companies are also grappling with many questions about how they
should interface and deal with cities
1.

2.
3.

4.

What will the process entail to get
approval for testing and deployment of
AVs? Will it be straightforward or overly
burdensome?
Are there opportunities to leverage
existing assets, such as university
expertise and public infrastructure?
What is the right balance between public
sector requests for transparency and
data sharing vs. our own concerns about
privacy and trade secrets?
How can we increase the political
sustainability of any policy decisions and
public/private collaborations?

Outstanding Question: How will the relationship between cities and AV
companies evolve as the technology matures?
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To date, most approaches to these questions fall into five categories.
Testing

Create an attractive “destination” for AV testing: Enabling regulations,
Collaboration agreements, Infrastructure investments

Research

Collaboration with local universities, including research capacity, to
attract AV firms across the spectrum of development and testing

Incentives

Promote AV job creation through economic development incentives

Industry
Cluster

Leverage existing AV firms and related industries for AV development

Workforce
Development

Provide training and reskilling to residents to take advantage of
potential new jobs and mitigate negative impacts of automation

Outstanding Questions: Which cities are well positioned for AV industry
clusters? For others, what is the most effective economic development strategy?
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The impact of AVs is still unclear, but it appears that some industries
will be more impacted than others.

Growth
• Computer and
electronics
manufacturing
• Data processing
• Telecommunications
• Construction
• Real estate
development

Growth Without Jobs
• Freight and logistics
• Non-automotive
manufacturing
• Retail trade
• Personal
transportation
services

Decline
• Taxi drivers
• Car rentals
• Car dealers
• Traditional auto
manufacturers
• Automotive repair
shops
• Insurance

Outstanding Question: How would different deployment models for AVs change
these effects?
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Case Study: Pittsburgh
•
•

Focus: Testing, AV software development
Approach:
– Leverage longstanding asset (Carnegie
Mellon University and its expertise in
robotics, AI) as kernel of industry
cluster
– Partner with Uber and Argo (Ford)

•

Public Sector Actions:
– Pittsburgh signed MOU with Carnegie Mellon University in 2014, enhancing
Pittsburgh’s role as an “urban lab”
– Successfully applied for USDOT designation as AV “proving ground”
– Embraced Uber’s request to test AVs in the city (although controversial over time)
Key Takeaways:
– Existing assets can be a stronger draw than economic development incentives
– Clear agreements between public, private sectors can reduce conflict

•

Outstanding Question: Will cities with “early leads” in AV development maintain
their position over time?
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Case Study: Arizona
•
•

•

•

Focus: Testing (both passenger fleets and
freight), AV R&D
Approach:
– Create business-friendly testing and
regulatory environment
– Create partnerships with public,
private, and academic sectors
Public sector actions:
– A 2015 executive order enabled testing and piloting on some public roads
– AZ formed a partnership with Uber and University of Arizona in 2015 to support sensor R&D
– AZ created the Institute for Automated Mobility (a public-private-academic partnership) in 2018
to identify and explore pressing AV research questions, providing $1.5M seed funding
Key takeaways:
– While favorable weather benefits AZ’s role as a testing hub, the state leveraged its other assets
(e.g., universities) to bolster the region’s presence in AV research and development
– Favorable testing conditions are similar for passenger and freight AV technology

Outstanding Question: Will today’s AV testing grounds be able to convert that
into long-term economic development opportunities?
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Case Study: Michigan
•
•

Focus: Testing, AV manufacturing
Approach:
– Create automaker-friendly testing and
regulatory environment
– Build on existing industry hub
– Partner with private sector, academia
– Incentivize manufacturing facilities

•

Public sector actions:
– 2106 State passed comprehensive AV testing regulations for traditional auto manufacturers
– Michigan Economic Development Corp. provided funding for testing and research facilities
– Created PlanetM, the state’s “one stop shop” for AV issues, which connects industry partners
and research institutions
– MEDC/Detroit Regional Chamber subsidize co-working space for AV and mobility startups
– MEDC provided up to $8M in incentives for Waymo to place an AV assembly facility in Detroit
Key takeaway: Regions with an existing base of an auto-related industry have advantages but
success in AVs will require continued investment & action

•

Outstanding Question: When AVs are being manufactured at scale, will North
American auto manufacturing have a different geographic profile than today?
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Case Study: San Jose
•
•

Focus: Testing, AV development
Approach:
– Leverage proximity to Silicon Valley AV
industry cluster
– Match potential AV pilots to city goals
– Execute pilots with clear agreements

•

Public sector actions:
– Mayor announced a “smart vision” including AVs in 2016
– CIO developed collaborative pilot process via roundtables and Request for Information with
city’s goals and help it would provide (e.g., city point of contact, data, agency support)
– Now developing clear agreements (data-sharing + logistics) before the pilots are launched
Key takeaways:
– AV pilots (and eventually, deployments) can be directed toward solving specific policy goals
– Early communication about data-sharing and logistics can reduce conflict; increase success
– Providing a point of contact or in-kind support from government agencies can be a valuable
alternative to tax incentives

•

Outstanding Question: Will San Jose’s more collaborative approach become
more common over time?
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Case Study: Toronto
•
•

Focus: Testing, AV manufacturing, capturing
economic benefits of AVs
Approach:
– Create public-private partnerships
– Provide research funding support
– Plan for workforce implications of AV
industry + broader economic change

•

Public sector actions:
– 2017 Ontario invested $80M in AV Innovation Network. Offers testing facilities, fosters industry
connections, and provides research funding for promising tech (incl. winter weather-related)
– Toronto’s 2019 draft “Automated Vehicle Tactical Plan” commits city to improve workforce
readiness for both AV industry jobs and reskilling employees who lose jobs due to automation
– City will launch a pilot in 2020 to test AV shuttles as a “first/last-mile” connection to transit

•

Key takeaway: AV econ dev can extend outside of AV development and manufacturing, to include
preparations for downstream impacts on mobility, employment, and the economy

Outstanding Question: How can governments balance the need to prepare
workforces for AV disruption with uncertainty about what the future holds?
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